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Constitution party platform beliefs

From the vote the Florida Constitutional Party is an affiliate of the Florida Party of the National Constitution Party. The group is headquartered in Jupiter, and the Florida Constitutional Party is promising to return the government to limited constitutional powers. Florida's secretary of state added the Florida Constitutional Party to the list of
minor parties in the state on November 12, 1999. [1] Florida minister and commentator Chuck Baldwin was vice presidential nominee of the National Constitution Party in 2004 and president in 2008[2] platform Florida Constitution Party follows the National Constitution Party's platform of seven main principles and 39 issues. Seven
principles the sanctity of life all human life: from conception to natural death. Freedom Freedom of conscience and action against voluntary individuals Family Wives with one husband and one wife and children shown to God property The right of each individual to own and control personal property without the burden of the government
Constitution Founding documents interpreted in accordance with the actual intentions of the Founding Fathers State rights Anything that is not specifically delegated to the federal government by the Constitution or prohibited by the state by the Constitution, Reserved to states or the people American sovereigntyWashington committed to
the protection of Americans' borders, trade and common defenses, such as entangled in foreign alliances[3] click Show to the right for a full party platform[4] The constitutional party's platform from life to death from fertilization to natural death. Affirm without exception all human God-given legal personalities. We are loyal to this
constitutional requirement and are proud to work systematically to restore the United States and its people with legitimate control over legislative, judicial, executive, and regulatory functions that are not constitutionally delegated to the federal government. Personality and moral conduct Our party leaders and civil servants must show
exemplary qualities of honesty, honesty, credibility, moral uprightness, faithfulness, prudity, moderation, justice, fortitude, self-control, courage, kindness and compassion. If you can't be trusted in your private life, you can't trust it in public life. Against the activation of drafts, registration laws, compulsory military training and other forms of
coercionGovernment Service Constitutional Convention We object to any attempt to seek a constitutional convention for any purpose, because it cannot be limited to a single issue for any purpose or for any purpose, and such a treaty could seriously erode the constitutionally protected and inaliolable right copyrights and patents we have
the authority over copyright and patent policies to other institutions, nationally or abroad, I oppose the unconstitutional transfer from Congress. The cost of big government should only fund obligations, functions and programs specifically assigned to the federal government by the Constitution. Crime We support the right of states and
regions to execute criminals convicted of capital crimes and demand their return to victims of criminals. Federal involvement in state and local criminal justice processes should be limited to those that are constitutionally permitted. We call for the maintenance of a strong, state-of-the-art army on land, at sea, in the air and in space. We
strongly call on the executive and legislative branches to continue to provide modernization of our armed forces. We therefore refuse to accept all monies from the federal government for any purpose that is not clearly and clearly expressed in the Constitution, reject all federal orders and regulations that are unconstitutional, and therefore
call on states to restore the intended balance of power between the state and its creation, the U.S. government. The Constitutional Party supports the right of states and regions to restrict access to drugs and implement such restrictions. We support legislation to stop the flow of illegal drugs from foreign countries into the United States
education all teachings are related to basic assumptions about God and man. Education as a whole can't be separated from religious beliefs. The Creator's Law assigns parents the authority and responsibility to educate their children. Electoral reform The Constitutional Party is governed at the state and local level and seeks the
restoration of the electoral process beyond the manipulation by federal judges and bureaucrats Electoral College The Constitution does not provide for the election of american presidents and vice presidents by popular vote, but elects electees according to rules adopted by each state legislator. We note the continued need for the United
States to provide sufficient energy for national security and to immediately adopt a free-market solution policy to achieve U.S. energy independence. We sincerely support practical efforts to reduce environmental conservation and pollution, such as air, water, and land, in an environment that call for the abolition of the Ministry of Energy.
But we reject the argument ofThe threat of man-made global warming, which has been refuted by numerous scientists executive orders, We oppose the use of executive orders that enact laws or take away the constitutional powers and responsibilities of legislatures and judicial branches families No government can legitimately approve or
define marriage or family relationships contrary to what God has enacted. We oppose any judicial ruling or amendment to the U.S. Constitution or state constitution that redefines marriage by definition other than biblical standards. The Constitutional Party has consistently opposed American involvement in conflicts in the Middle East,
Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin America. The United States has no interest in these areas that justify Americans' sacrifices on foreign battlefields, nor has it been properly cast as a merchant of death in the international arms race gambling we oppose involvement in or promotion of gambling, such as government sponsorships, lottie,
casinos, and Native American casino subsidies. Government/Private Partnership The Constitutional Party opposes public-private partnerships for the return to a true free enterprise system that once made our country great and economically prosperous. The Constitutional Party supports the right of citizens to keep and bear arms. We
oppose attempts to ban gun ownership by law-protecting citizens and stand up to all laws requiring the registration of guns or ammunition health care and government The Constitutional Party opposes the governmentization and bureaucracy of American medicine. Government regulations and subsidies are a threat to both patient-oriented
healthcare and the quality and availability of treatment. We confirm the integrity of U.S. international borders and the federal government's constitutional authority and obligation to protect and protect these borders, including restrictions on numbers and entry rights for visitors. Our intention is not to impose a system of debt money on the
American people, money and banking, not to provide lifetime appointments of federal judges, but only for the term of office during good behavior. We support a debt-free, interest-free money system. Personal and private property security We confirm that we will secure people's Fourth Amendment rights to unreasonable searches and
seizures, including arbitrary or de facto registration, general and unreasonable electronic surveillance, national computer databases and national identification cards. business of obscenity and sexual orientation,And the business of sexual orientation is a distortion of the essence of sex created by God for the creative union between one
man and one woman in the holy bond of marriage. Religious Freedom We call on all branches of government to stop attacking the religious freedoms of the people and nations, regardless of the forum in which these freedoms are exercised. The Constitution does not give the federal government the power to control the social security
system. The Constitutional Party insists that it is phasing out the entire social security program while also doing what it already has under the system. We support the doctrine of equal position on par with the original 13 states where all states came in and entered the Union as states. National Sovereignty We call for bringing back the
issues of the federal government and its legitimate role in the law (see Section 10 of the Amendment to the U.S. Constitution) and for the federal government to abandon businesses that are not authorized by the Constitution and to draw the federal government from such companies, whether they compete with private companies or not.
Tariffs and trade Congress cannot abdicate or transfer these constitutional powers to others. Therefore, to national or foreign agencies that oppose the transfer of unconstitutional powers over U.S. trade policy and improperly exercise policy-setting functions with regard to U.S. trade policy. Taxes Since 1913, constitutional rights to life,
freedom, and property have been shortened and diminished by imposing federal income, salaries, and estate taxes on each of us. This is an unconstitutional federal assumption of direct taxation authorities. Terrorism and individual freedom The Constitutional Party opposes all violent acts of incitement, treason, and secret guerrilla warfare
on U.S. soil Veterans Constitutional Party appreciates the contribution of our military and veterans to the preservation of American freedom. We continue to recognize the contribution to the welfare of the people by providing fair wages and benefits to military personnel and generous health, education and other benefits to veterans wage
and price controls we deny that civil governments have the power to set wages and prices. To do so is inconsistent with the principles of individual freedom and free markets welfare America's welfare crisis is a crisis by the government. Even if the government's economic and regulatory policies are undermining citizens' ability to get jobs,
the government's social and cultural policies are undermining work ethic rules and bylaws, too: The Florida Constitutional Party's Rules State Party is governed by a set of rules and bylaws, usually these give structure to different levels.Establish protocols for electing counties, state boards, and committee members. Bylaws also typically
give details of the party's process for nominating and sending delegates to the National Party convention during presidential elections. Below is a summary of the rules of the Florida Constitutional Party. The summary focuses on the structure and governance of the party: [1] Party members include all registered voters in Florida who have
certified affiliation with the party. The National Executive Committee consists of the chairman, vice chair, secretary, accountant and county chairman. The chairman serves as the party's chief executive. The January 2016 convention does not yet set a date for the Florida Constitutional Party's 2016 state convention. According to the party's
bylaws, the party chairman chose a state representative for the Constitutional Party National Convention. The selection of delegates is confirmed by a majority vote of the National Executive Committee. The current leader as of November 2018 was Ron Baldivia. [5] Recent News The link below is the latest in a Google News search for the
term Florida Constitution Party. Polls do not curate or support these articles. Also, see the Florida Constitution Party website 1.0 1.1 1.2 Florida Department of State, Florida Constitutional Party - Letter of Acknowledgance on the Florida Constitution Party website Florida Constitution Party Website November 12, 1999↑ 2.0 2.1 Constitution
Party History, which accessed on January 13, 2016 2016 ↑ Email correspondence with Ron Baldivia on November 18, 2018. 2018.
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